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Strategies for getting and negotiating !
media and consulting jobs!

!
Stephanie Clarke MS, RD  & Willow Jarosh MS, RD


C&J Nutrition 

Pitch Perfect

• This talk has been sponsored in part by  
Bumble Bee Foods, a corporate client of C&J 

Nutrition since 2008, and a company we believe 

in. 
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Disclosures
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Social Hour

@CJnutrition

C&J Nutrition

#pitchperfect

CJ Nutrition

#pitchperfect 
feel free to use during the presentation or to stay in touch 
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① About Us 

② Media  

① How to pitch to the media and get results 

② Negotiating fair fees and common pricing structures  

③ What to charge, when to give, and when to pass 

③ Opportunities in Consulting / Our Experiences  

① Creating an effective proposal 

② Setting consulting rates 

④ Ethical Musings 

⑤ Social Media

Today’s Chat

Mention why we created this talk: Found ourselves fielding questions from others interested in media & business 
Wanted to share our experiences and what we’ve learned along the way 
All the things that can happen and do happen 
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A Glimpse of C&J Nutrition
Registered dietitians - Food lovers - Authors !

- Nutrition consultants for media & food industry 

 • who we are/ how we met --> give Tufts and the Nut/Com program some cred.  
 why we started our business 
 what our business does: 4 major areas: private practice — media — consulting — workplace wellness 
 • We Co-own C&J Nutrition, which is a nutrition communications and consulting company based here in New York 
 • Contributing nutrition experts for SELF magazine: Develop eating plans, healthy recipes, and write about nutrition. 
 • Media: experts on TV & radio shows, write for numerous health and nutrition blogs 
 • Employee wellness - helping employees make healthier choices at work 
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Media: The Pitch/Query

Story idea Everything you know The distilled version Concise overview

A pitch is a concise yet detailed look at an article or piece you’d like to write -- it gives the editor a clear picture of 
the project you’re proposing.  Imagine that when the editor finishes reading the pitch they’ll be able to SEE the 
actual article/project on the pages of their magazine 
!
you’re starting with a lot of info/research and distilling it down beyond even “cliffs notes” simple.... to provide a 
mental picture of the article and its need/purpose

๏ Publication demographic  !

๏ Sections of publication/type of 
articles written!

๏ Average length of articles!

๏ Lead time !

๏ Correct contact person
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Media: The Pitch/Query

What to know BEFORE you Pitch

read AT LEAST 3 of the most recent issues of the magazine -- you don’t want to pitch something they just did...thoroughly scope out their website too. This 
will give a good sense of the tone they use, types of articles they publish, and sections of the magazine.  
Mention something about wording if you don’t know the correct contact person. 
how to find them (magazine mastheads, etc.) Some examples of appropriate people: Food and nutrition editor/director (obvious), associate food and nutr. 
editor, health editor, features editor. Don’t send to managing editor or an executive editor (unless you know them personally.)  

๏ Overworked / many deadlines!!

๏ Running to meetings!

๏ Editing articles to go to print!

๏ Assigning approved articles!

๏ Planning future articles 
(PITCH!)
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Media: The Pitch/Query

Meet your editor

before we go into what to, and what NOT to put in the query, let’s take a quick look at who you’re most likely pitching to: 
!
overall: here’s your typical editor -- overworked, on many deadlines, tons of meetings, current articles to be edited, near-future articles to be assigned, far-
future articles to be imagined (this is where you fit...) 
!
put yourself in the shoes of someone who has way more work to finish (on deadline!) than time to do it.  Now let’s look at the pitch...
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Paragraph 2 
‣Descriptive details of key points of the article (keep it concise) 
‣What to expect and when to expect it; give a general timeline (i.e. let them know 

you’ve done your prep work and can turn the article around quickly if need be 
(include whether you’ll be doing interviews/need travel, etc.)

Paragraph 1  
‣2-3 sentences about why this article will appeal to their readers 
‣Can use eye-grabbing statistics: Ex: “Fifty percent of women in SELF’s target 

demographic will be affected by this disease by the time they turn 30.”

Paragraph 3 
‣Sell yourself: 2-3 sentences (why you?); give credentials and writing background 
‣Offer to send clips

Media: Anatomy of a Pitch

Formal email Straight to the point Subject: Query + Topic

if you haven’t been published in a major mag-- give school credentials (ie degree), school writing, website, blog (the more recent the better)  
!
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Media: The Pitch/Query

example of pitch we had accepted
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Media: Pitch Hygiene

DON’T…

Attach large files

Get the editors name (or magazine) wrong

Omit your contact info

Submit a novel (no full length articles) 

Suggest a topic that was just covered 

large files can get bounced or clog up email space (editors get tons of emails) 
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Media: Getting a Foot in the Door
Working with the media is about establishing a trusting 

relationship with editors and producers 

Less Realistic Pathway 

Unrealistic: Cold pitch for a feature-length article to national magazine editor you’ve never spoken to 
!
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Media: Getting a Foot in the Door

**

Meet someone who 
knows an editor

Get permission to 
intro self to editor via 

new acquaintance
Intro self, with clips Offer expert quotes

Pitch a sidebar/chartPitch a bigger pieceRejoice!

More Realistic Pathway 

Realistic: Intro editor via someone you met by networking --> send info about yourself and offer yourself as an expert to lend quotes --> small gigs for 
months/year --> pitch for a small/medium piece with option to work on anything else that may be a good fit --> re-pitch !
**websites of magazines -- since they don’t have to send content to print (and can change it often) web editors are sometimes more open to working with 
someone who doesn’t have tons of clips/experience and they can be a good way to network onto the pages of the magazine, too

๏ Internships!

๏ Intro email with offer to help!

๏ Connect on social media!

๏ Networking events 
(everywhere holds potential)!

๏ mediabistro.com !

๏ HARO (helpareporterout.com)!

๏ Be easy to work with and do a 
great job the first time! 
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Media: Getting a Foot in the Door
Tips for establishing relationships with editors / media

Establishing a relationship w eds = trust; it makes it more likely they’ll assign to you or take your pitches seriously !
Internships: you dont have to wait for a “RDs looking for media opps networking group” to happen -- network everywhere you go -- you never know when a 
connection to one person will become a connection to MANY more people.  our example: delia ---> janis ---BLD--- donna -- oprah  —BWFL !
Internships: ex: trisha --> fitness ---> shape 
Social media: you can “like” an editor’s posts or RT things they write that you like to try to put yourself/your brand on their radar !
HARO is free; Media Bistro newsletter is free (announces meetups) $55/year for access to full web resources !
Most likely it’s going to be a combination of several (or most) of these things that finally lands you the opportunity to build a relationship with an editor
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Media: Getting Paid Fairly

Typical fixed rates vs. negotiable rates 
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• Paid per word: feature articles, 1-pagers, side-
bars !
•  Typical national publications are $1.00 - 
$2.50 per word!

• Per project (set fee): charts, sidebars!

• Meal plans: per-day of meals rate!
• Recipes/recipe analysis: per-recipe rate!
• Special projects: examples!

Set in stone: For stories, an editor will usually offer you a piece they need written and they already have the set rate 
For meal plans and recipes, it’s somewhat negotiable  
Tip: ask around! ask fellow RDs who have done similar projects what a fair range would be 
Special project examples: THE FRESH DIET PROJECT, FOOD AWARDS, ETC

1. Clarify project details/scope!

2. How will the project be used?!

3. Deadline (rush fee?)!

4. Expenses to you? ex: recipe testing, journal articles!

5. Time estimate
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Media: Getting Paid Fairly

Negotiating project rates: 5 things to keep in mind

If they can’t clarify exact details, expect those details to change and allot time for that 
if project is one-time use in magazine vs to be used in upcoming book -- charge more for something that will be used over and over again 
if deadline is very soon -- rush fee 
costs to you: grocery costs, buying research studies,  
time estimate --  !
personal example: Fresh Diet -- started out as a straight forward project and turned into over 50 hours of work...we charged by the hour because we 
foresaw all of the potential twists and turns the project could take (and we were working with a third party we hadn’t worked with before)
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Media: Getting Paid Fairly

Golden rule: 
It will ALWAYS 
take you longer 
than you think.

Back & forth with editor

Research time

Expert interviews!
(if applicable) 

Back & forth with 
research department

Finding obscure 
ingredients

Compiling backup 
documents

Example: meals plans need 1 restaurant meal per day that meets strict sodium guidelines.... NOT AN EASY/FAST TASK 
You can’t always know exactly what might happen -- there are so many possibilities -- but this is why it’s so important to ask as many questions as you can/
get as many details as you can in writing before you sign a contract/start the project

‣ Helping to establish your brand 

‣ Amass clips if just starting out 

‣ Gain experience with an unfamiliar 
topic  

‣ Volunteering for a cause you are 
passionate about 

‣  When it helps establish a relationship
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Media: Getting Paid Fairly
When is FREE work worth it?

**Beware of the exposure trap!

is it giving you the type of examples you ultimately want? will those allow you to directly pursue paid work? 
Good plan: keep track of hours and it’ll help you make your decision easier !
Beware of the exposure trap! In our experience “we can’t pay you but you’ll get a lot of exposure” means --- we don’t want to pay you but we’d like to ask 
you to do a whole lot of really great work for us for free !
The exposure is THEIRS -- that’s why they’re doing the project !
The key is to ask “Is there a measurable outcome/benefit to me/my brand?” !
ultimate goal -- a blog or web-based service...then exposure online might drive more traffic to your site and that would be a direct line to potential income 
and growth of your service 
walk away with something concrete -- a video clip to put in your reel? clips to use to pitch for paid work?
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Nutrition CONSULTING

① Types of clients 

② RD roles within each client category 

③ Where to start 

④ Marketing yourself/your brand  

⑤ Creating an effective proposal 

⑥ Setting consulting rates

Now on to nutrition consulting.  This area of our business that has exposed us to the most unique different types of work, and allowed us to work with other teams of 
people, which we find really rewarding.  For the purposes of this talk, we’re coming from the perspective in consulting mostly in the nutrition communications realm
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Nutrition CONSULTING

 ✦ Food Companies    

 ✦ Trade organizations    

 ✦ Publishing / production / media    

 ✦ Public relations and communications firms   

 ✦ Fashion/Fitness brands  

Types of companies that C&J works with…

Now on to nutrition consulting.  This area of our business that has exposed us to the most unique different types of work, and allowed us to work with other teams of 
people, which we find really rewarding.  For the purposes of this talk, we’re coming from the perspective in consulting mostly in the nutrition communications realm
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CONSULTING: Clients
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CONSULTING: Industry services

 ✦ Research and development    

 ✦ Consumer education and marketing materials   

 ✦ Representation at consumer, trade, and media events   

 ✦ Social media   

Here’s what we do: 
Research and development: helping set criteria for new products, giving input on health claims and marketing during the development process, giving our 
perspective on new research !
Consumer education & marketing:  creating or reviewing materials, verbiage !
Expert representation: we’ve represented different companies at FNCE, The National Produce Show, and Expo East, as well as media targeted events.    !
Social media: Hosting Facebook pages, Twitter Chats, etc. 
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CONSULTING: Sponsorship

we write weekly nutrition blog for the healthy lifestyle focused program that has healthy living  gives back to charities 
for readers’ healthy choices.
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CONSULTING: Publishing / Media

 ✦ Recipe and meal plan development     

 ✦ Content vetting/fact checking    

 ✦ Special topic expertise (i.e. gluten    
free, diabetes, etc.) 

 ✦ Infusing nutrition into scripts for TV,    
digital entertainment, etc.  

Book publishers, digital media companies, TV media…
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CONSULTING: Where to start?

 ✦ Define your skill set   

•What sets you apart? 

 ✦ Define your brand   

•Website and/or blog,  
logo, business cards

Typically, consultants are people who have had experience in an industry and after gaining that experience, and probably developing strong relationships, they go out 
on their own as a consultant.  (unless you work for an established consulting company in a defined role.   !
We did things differently: not good or bad, but we had to work hard to build our brand and relationships by starting out more broad.  !
Define skill set: so important to be able to not only have that skill set, but communicate to potential clients what it is in a concise couple of sentences.  
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Talk to everyone

Attend trade shows

Bring business cards 
everywhere

Define your client

Use ALL 
your resources

Be social 

CONSULTING: Finding Clients
GET. OUT. THERE!

Talk to people about your business you never know who you will meet at social & professional events!)   
Attend trade shows, conferences, etc. where clients will be 
Bring business cards everywhere 
Use ALL of your resources (past business relationships, professional listservs (WE HEART NE!), friends & family networks
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Marketing & Advertising

CONSULTING: Finding clients

NE ad as a way to get services out there but also letting people know what your business does because we’ve definitely used that as a way to refer business 
to other RDs.  
!
Blogging — good way to showcase the services you offer
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Why Use Social Media?

CONSULTING: Finding clients

 ✦ Build brand recognition    

 ✦ Connect with your audience   

 ✦ Network with potential clients   

C&J Nutrition

Cjnutrition

@CJNutrition

Cjnutrition



‣ Review the Academy’s "AND# code of 
ethics$

‣ Establish your own set of criteria  

•WHY? Builds confidence in decisions 
with clients 

•You’ll feel a connection to your 
work and it will show 

•Your criteria may vary based on your 
business model/who your 
client is: Ex: We don’t accept 
payment for media placement 
of products 
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CONSULTING: Ethical Musings

Wherever you are in your business or consulting career, you always want to have your set of criteria for working with companies written down.  
!
we don’t work with any company who’s products/services we wouldn’t use and/or recommend to clients/family 
!
for our particular biz model this is best for us but we also know RDs who the payment model works really well for and that’s another reason why it’s so 
important to pick and choose who you work with carefully

‣What is it? 

‣Do you always need one? 

‣What are the components?
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CONSULTING: The Proposal 

★ Opportunity to submit a formal plan for working together 
★ Shows professionalism 
★ Puts verbal communications into something concrete for reviews 
★ Creates clear expectations on both sides

Opportunity for you to submit a more formal plan for you services to the client.  
- Shows professionalism 
- Puts your initial conversation into something your potential client can review, show to other   
   team members and decision makers, and formal beginning to a professional relationship. 
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When to Submit?

CONSULTING: The Proposal

 ✦ Requested by client   

 ✦ Suggested by you   

 ✦ Always after a meeting or detailed phone call about   
needs

Sometimes clients will already know what they want from you.  Once you gather those details from them it’s pretty straight forward as to 
what you need to put together for the proposal (we’ll get to the components and structure in a minute.)   !
Other times the client will have some ideas, you’ll suggest some of your own, and then you’ll create a proposal based on that.  !
Very important to gather certain details about about what the company is looking for before putting together your proposal.  Next slide 
explains what you should always try to find out first. !!!
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3 Questions you want answered first..

CONSULTING: The Proposal

Question 2 
‣ What is the timeline? 

Question 1 
‣How do they envision working with you? 
‣Type of service 
‣Type of relationship (per project, retainer agreement, by the hour, length of 
relationship)

Question 3 
‣ What is the BUDGET? 
‣“Do you have an estimated budget allotted for the project?” 
‣“Have you thought about a budget for this part of your marketing plan?

How do they envision working with you?  
 • Type of services: Are you clear on what they’re looking for?  Have you asked enough questions? 
 • Type of relationship: per project, retainer + project fee, hourly consulting rate:  The most appropriate type of arrangement will depend somewhat on 
the service you’re providing, their timeline, and how long-term the relationship will be.  
Per project: Meal plan, Recipe booklet, etc.  Yearly contract:  !
What is their timeline for each project/service? 
Is there a hard deadline for any of the services you’re discussing?  Do they have a timeline in mind already or are they leaving it up to you? !
What is the BUDGET?   
Knowing the budget ahead of time time is beneficial for a number of reasons: 
1. Allows you to get a sense about how their commitment to this service, how much they value it.  Example: Companies often set aside large parts of their budgets 
for marketing and PR -- sometimes your services can be factored into that piece of the budget.  
2. Helps you know whether what they’re asking you to do and your typical fees are close together. 
3. If you know they are off, you’ll be able to tell them what you CAN do for their budget.  
Especially helpful if they’re not sure what they want, but have a certain amount of money to dedicate to working with an RD. 
Keep in mind: Not always going to be able to tell you/may not want to tell you.   
If they won’t give you any idea of the budget, you’ll just give them an estimate based on your current for the types of services you’re pitching.  
If they are way low -- you might ask them which services they consider must-haves for their budget.  !



✓Cover page: your name/company name, date, logo if you have one  

 ✓ Executive summary: summary of your brand/company 

 ✓ Table of contents: (optional depending on length) 

 ✓ Goal/objectives: explain need for the service  

 ✓ Scope of service: list each service you’re proposing to provide 

 ✓ Plan/Timeline: how your services will be implemented and when 

 ✓ Fees: clearly state fees, estimated hours, etc. 
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CONSULTING: The Proposal

The proposal components
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CONSULTING: Example Scenario

Potential client: Healthy Bites Granola (fictitious) 

Step 1:  

Assess Brand 
Compatibility 

Review 
ingredients 

Determine if it 
meets your 

brand criteria 

Step 2:  

Get more 
information 

Ask pre-proposal 
questions via 
meeting or 
phone call 

this is an example scenario of what it might look like to talk to a client and put together a proposal of your services and how they’ll be valued 
get info not only about product but how company sees you fitting into brand 
!
preferably have a phone call to get details and followup with email to outline details 
!
**short slide
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4 print !
media!

 interviews

CONSULTING: Example Scenario

These are some examples of what you and the client might decide are the best places for you to fit. We also thought this was a good way to illustrate how 
to think about services in terms of time and pricing and for this reason we divide them into two spaces:  1) using your expertise and 2) using your brand
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4 print  
media 

 interviews

CONSULTING: Example Scenario

Write1 blog 
per month

Quarterly
1-hour

 strategy calls

Expert in 
4 print 
media

 interviews

Nutritionist
Approved 
Product

Name & 
likeness 
on their 
website

Using your 
knowledge

Using your 
brand

Review 
web content

this all matters to work flow (the things that use your brand might be one-offs) but also matters to pay/fees. The 
value of using your brand might vary depending on where your brand is — this value might not immediately jump out 
at a potential client but it’s really important and worth pointing out to them
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CONSULTING: Setting Your Rates
Where to start?

Market research 
  ✦ What are others in your industry charging per hour/for similar    
projects? 

What are other industries charging per hour?  
✦ Mid-high level IT specialists charge $60-120 per hour depending 
on the project. 

How much experience do you have?   
  ✦   0 years, 5 years, 10 years, 20 years?  

What is your exposure/consumer reach? 
  ✦  Do you have a popular blog, social media following, brand, etc.?   

Do you have data to support your success rate? 
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CONSULTING: Setting your rates
Other considerations

Short-term 
work

Nutrient analysis

Long-term work

Creating criteria 
they’ll use for 

years

Charge Less Charge More

VS.

VS.

–Johnny Appleseed

“Type a quote here.” 
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–Johnny Appleseed

“Type a quote here.” 
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–Johnny Appleseed

“Type a quote here.” 
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–Johnny Appleseed

“Type a quote here.” 
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3 Things to Remember

 ★ Never undervalue yourself and your expertise  

 ★ Deliver a superb service  

 ★ Work with clients that you believe in 


